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Profile systems that, once screwed to the wall, allow the quick attachment of both 

equipment and accessories on the patient’s bedhead, either for emergency hospitalization or 

for intensive care. 

 Profiles available in aluminium or stainless steel, both for brick and plasterboard walls. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 Aluminium version: Anodized profile of 10 x 30 mm dimensions with two wall mounted slide supports per 
meter and protective rubber ends. 

 Stainless steel version: Profile of 10 x 30 mm dimensions with two wall mounted slide supports per meter and 
protective rubber ends. 

 Wall support: kit composed by the actual support, a protective shield and all the necessary screws for assembly. 

 Connection piece to connect rail sections and to avoid bumps on joints. 
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INSTALATION MANUAL 

The technical rail kit consist in the following parts: 

 Support kit for brick walls (13RSYS1000): 

 

 or Support kit for plasterboard walls (13RSYS3000): 
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 Technical rail and rubber ends for the ends: 

 

 

Procedure: 

1. We place the rail on the wall with the supports 

without the shield, separated approximately 50 cm 

(saving the possible obstacles if any, to do so slide 

the support through the groove of the technical 

rail). Once levelled, mark the position of the drills. 

(Fig. 1) 

 

2. Drills must be carried out before on the surface of 

the brick for nylon dowels (Fig. 2), not being 

necessary for plasterboard screw fixings (Fig. 3). 

  

   Important advice: 

 Before drilling any holes verify the type of wall dealt with. 

 If unsure of not finding a conduction in the place where the drilling of the 
holes will be carried out, DO NOT MAKE THEM, ask the hospital 
employees or qualified personnel. 

 The drills must be made with a drill bit adequate for the type of wall. 

 The orientation of the rail supports must always be vertical (see attached 
pictures).  

 The technical rails placed in critical care and surgery room areas must be 
grounded with derivation to earth. 

 ITC will not be held responsible for problems derived by installations not 
carried out by their own personnel. 
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Fig. 2 

 

Fig. 3 

 

(Note: Verify, by means of the adequate appliance or consulting with the Head of 

Maintenance, that the area where the support is going to be fixed, is free of any type of 

obstacle or canalization, both of gases and electrical). 

 

 

3. Place the nylon dowels in the drill holes. 

4. The lacquered zamak support must be screwed on firmly with the screws provided.  

5. The trim shield must be fixed to the end of the lacquered zamak support (Fig. 4). 

 

 

Fig. 4  
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6. The trim shield must be fixed to the end of the lacquered zamak support (Fig. 5). 

Finally, protect the ends with the rubber ends (Fig.  6).  

 

 
Fig. 5 

 
Fig. 6 

 

Accesories 

 13ACCS9000 - Joining piece kit for rails, to extend successive parts of rail in a 

continuous way. 

 

   

For the connection, proceed in the following way: 

o Place half of the nut of the kit in one of the sections to connect and attach it 

with the threaded stud. 

o Place the section to connect and insert the rest of the nut in the rail, 

tightening the threaded stud (continuity between the surfaces of the 

technical rail must be achieved, avoid abrupt jumps or separations between 

the sections to connect as much as possible). 

 

To find out about all the range of compatible products with this rail system, consult the 

catalogue of accessories for rails. 
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JUST FLOW F Series flowmeters can be used in medical facilities with an available gas piped 

network. 

 Available for oxygen and medical air (consult our staff for other gases). 

 Scales of 4, 6 or 15 l/min, twistable 360º to facilitate its reading. 

 Available with a humidifier bottle, selector-bearing direct outlet. By turning a small side 

handle or a revolver system, the selector diverts the flow of the humidifier to a tube 

spigot. 

 It can be provided individually or on a dual version, and it can be mounted either with a 

direct connector, a clamp to a rail or a Ø38 mm bar flange. It is fed by a flexible hose with 

different European and American connectors (see Connectors and Outlets). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 Manufactured in anodized aluminium, polycarbonate, polyamide and chromed-plated brass. 

 Outlet connection: DISS 9/16”. 

 Supply: 4,5 bar. 

 Calibration: 101,3 kPa and 23oC. 

 Precision: ± 10 %. 

 Dimensions:  
o Simple model: Ø31 x 140 mm 
o Double output handle selector: Ø35 x 151 mm. 
o Double output revolver selector: Ø31 x 160 mm 

 Weight: 
o Simple model: 130 gr. 
o Double output handle selector: 180 g. 
o Double output revolver selector: 215 g. 

 In compliance with UNE-EN ISO 15002 standard. 
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References for flow range 0 to 15 l/min 

Standards 

Type 

DIN 13260 NF S 90-116 BS 5682 

JUST FLOW F + Connector 11FLSXDN15 11FLSXNF15 11FLSXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Double output + Connector 11FLUXDN15 11FLUXNF15 11FLUXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Double mounting 11FRSXDN15 11FRSXNF15 11FRSXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Double mounting - Double output 11FRUXDN15 11FRUXNF15 11FRUXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Rail - Knob clamp 13FPSXDN15 13FPSXNF15 13FPSXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Rail - Pushbutton clamp 13FLSXDN15 13FLSXNF15 13FLSXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Rail - Double output  - Knob clamp 13FPUXDN15 13FPUXNF15 13FPUXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Rail - Double output - Pushbutton clamp 13FLUXDN15 13FLUXNF15 13FLUXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Rail - Double mounting - Knob clamp 13FTSXDN15 13FTSXNF15 13FTSXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Rail - Double mounting - Pushbutton clamp 13FSSXDN15 13FSSXNF15 13FSSXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Rail - Double mounting - Double output - 
Knob clamp 

13FTUXDN15 13FTUXNF15 13FTUXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Rail - Double mounting - Double output - 
Pushbutton clamp 

13FSUXDN15 13FSUXNF15 13FSUXBS15 

JUST FLOW F with Ø38 flange + Connector 14FLSXDN15 14FLSXNF15 14FLSXBS15 

JUST FLOW F with Ø38 flange Double output + Connector 14FLUXDN15 14FLUXNF15 14FLUXBS15 

JUST FLOW F with Ø38 flange Double mounting 14FRSXDN15 14FRSXNF15 14FRSXBS15 

JUST FLOW F with Ø38 flange Double mounting - Double 
output 

14FRUXDN15 14FRUXNF15 14FRUXBS15 

1 Medical Air models, replace X with M (please consult our staff about other gases). 
2 For other flow rates, replace 15 with 04 or 06, depending on flow rates of 4 l/min or 6 l/min (please consult our staff about other flow rates). 
3 Please consult our staff about other gas standards. 
4 Please consult our staff about other models. 
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JUST FLOW C Series flowmeters can be used in medical facilities with an available gas piped 

network. 

 Turning the top control button the operator can select the flow that will be supplied by 

its inferior connection. This selection appears in the front display. Models available for 

oxygen and medical air with 4, 8, 15, 25 or 50 l/min top range. 

 Models available with a direct outlet to a humidifier bottle and with a flow selector 

which, turning a little front handle, diverts the humidifier flow towards a front nozzle for 

flexible hoses. 

 It can be provided individually or on a dual version, and it can be mounted either with a 

direct connector, a clamp to a rail or a Ø38mm bar flange. It is supplied by a flexible hose 

with different European and American connectors (see Connectors and Outlets). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 Manufactured in anodized aluminium, ABS, stainless steel and chromed-plated brass. 

 In the version including a flow selector, the outlet connection is DISS 9/16”-type with a side nozzle for flexible 
hoses. 

 Supply: 4,5±0,5 bar. 

 Calibration: 101,3 kPa and 23oC. 

 Precision: Q ≤ 1,5 l/min → ± 30 %;  Q>1,5 l/min → ±20%;  

 Dimensions:  
o Simple model: Ø40 x 56 mm 
o Double output model: Ø40 x 76 mm. 

 Weight: 
o Simple model: 85 gr. 
o Double output model: 140 gr. 

 In compliance with UNE-EN ISO 15002 standard.  
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References for flow range from 0 to 15 l/min 

Standars 

Type 
DIN 13260 NF S 90-116 BS 5682 

JUST FLOW C + Connector 11CLSXDN15 11CLSXNF15 11CLSXBS15 

JUST FLOW C with selector + Connector 11CLUXDN15 11CLUXNF15 11CLUXBS15 

JUST FLOW C Double mounting 11CRSXDN15 11CRSXNF15 11CRSXBS15 

JUST FLOW C Double mounting - with selector 11CRUXDN15 11CRUXNF15 11CRUXBS15 

JUST FLOW C Rail - Knob clamp 13CPSXDN15 13CPSXNF15 13CPSXBS15 

JUST FLOW C Rail - Pushbutton clamp 13CLSXDN15 13CLSXNF15 13CLSXBS15 

JUST FLOW C Rail - With selector  - Knob clamp 13CPUXDN15 13CPUXNF15 13CPUXBS15 

JUST FLOW C Rail - With selector - Pushbutton clamp 13CLUXDN15 13CLUXNF15 13CLUXBS15 

JUST FLOW C Rail - Double mounting - Knob clamp 13CTSXDN15 13CTSXNF15 13CTSXBS15 

JUST FLOW C Rail - Double mounting - Pushbutton clamp 13CSSXDN15 13CSSXNF15 13CSSXBS15 

JUST FLOW C Rail - Double mounting - With selector - Knob 
clamp 

13CTUXDN15 13CTUXNF15 13CTUXBS15 

JUST FLOW C Rail - Double mounting - With selector - 
Pushbutton clamp 

13CSUXDN15 13CSUXNF15 13CSUXBS15 

JUST FLOW C with Ø38 tube flange + Connector 14CLSXDN15 14CLSXNF15 14CLSXBS15 

JUST FLOW C with selector with Ø38 tube flange + 
Connector 

14CLUXDN15 14CLUXNF15 14CLUXBS15 

JUST FLOW C Double mounting with Ø38 tube flange 14CRSXDN15 14CRSXNF15 14CRSXBS15 

JUST FLOW C Double mounting with Ø38 tube flange - with 
selector 

14CRUXDN15 14CRUXNF15 14CRUXBS15 

 

1 Medical Air models, replace X with M (please consult our staff about other gases). 
2 For other top of range replace 15 with 04, 08, 30 or 50, depending on flow rates of 4 l/min, 8 l/min, 30 l/min or 50 l/min (please consult our staff 

about other flow rates). 
3 Please consult our staff about other gas standards. 
4 Please consult our staff about other models. 

 

Available flows: 
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The flowmeter JUST FLOW C Series can be used in medical facilities with an available gas 

piped network and is especially designed to stabilize the possible differences of pressure in 

the supply, thanks to a previous regulation step. 

 Turning the top control button the operator can select the flow that will be supplied by 

its inferior connection. This selection appears in the front display. Models for oxygen and 

medical air with top range in 1, 4, or 15 l/min. 

 Models available with a direct outlet to a humidifier bottle and with a flow selector 

which, turning a little front handle, diverts the humidifier flow towards a front nozzle for 

flexible hoses. 

 It can be provided individually or on a dual version, and it can be mounted either with a 

direct connector, a clamp to a rail or a Ø38 mm bar flange. It is supplied by a flexible 

hose. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 Manufactured in natural anodized aluminium, ABS, stainless steel and chromed brass. 

 In the version including a flow selector, the connection is DISS 9/16”-type with a side nozzle for flexible hoses. 

 Supply: 4,5±0,5 bar. 

 Precision: Q ≤ 1,5 l/min → ± 30 %;  Q>1,5 l/min → ±20%;  

 Dimensions:  
o Simple model: Ø40 x 56 x 70 mm 
o Double output model: Ø40 x 75 x 70 mm. 

 Weight: 
o Simple model: 190 gr. 
o Double output model: 290 gr. 

 In compliance with UNE-EN ISO 15002 standard. 
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References for flow range 0 to 15 l/min 

Standards 

Type 
DIN 13260 NF S 90-116 BS 5682 

JUST FLOW F + Connector 11FLSXDN15 11FLSXNF15 11FLSXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Double Output + Connector 11FLUXDN15 11FLUXNF15 11FLUXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Double mounting 11FRSXDN15 11FRSXNF15 11FRSXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Double mounting - Double output 11FRUXDN15 11FRUXNF15 11FRUXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Rail - Knob clamp 13FPSXDN15 13FPSXNF15 13FPSXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Rail - Pushbutton clamp 13FLSXDN15 13FLSXNF15 13FLSXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Rail - Double output  - Knob clamp 13FPUXDN15 13FPUXNF15 13FPUXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Rail - Double output - Pushbutton clamp 13FLUXDN15 13FLUXNF15 13FLUXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Rail - Double mounting - Knob clamp 13FTSXDN15 13FTSXNF15 13FTSXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Rail - Double mounting - Pushbutton clamp 13FSSXDN15 13FSSXNF15 13FSSXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Rail - Double mounting - Double output - 
Knob clamp 

13FTUXDN15 13FTUXNF15 13FTUXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Rail - Double mounting - Double output - 
Knob clamp 

13FSUXDN15 13FSUXNF15 13FSUXBS15 

JUST FLOW F with Ø38 tube flange + Connector 14FLSXDN15 14FLSXNF15 14FLSXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Double Output with Ø38 tube flange + 
Connector 

14FLUXDN15 14FLUXNF15 14FLUXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Double mounting with Ø38 tube flange 14FRSXDN15 14FRSXNF15 14FRSXBS15 

JUST FLOW F Double mounting with Ø38 tube flange - 
Double output 

14FRUXDN15 14FRUXNF15 14FRUXBS15 

1 Medical Air models, replace X by M (please consult our staff for other gases). 
2 For other flows replace 15 by 01 or 06, depending if the flow rates are 1 l/min or 4 l/min (please consult our staff for other gases). 
3 For other gases please consult the standards. 
4 Consult our staff for other models. 
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The high vacuum regulator JUST VAC provides regulation of continuous suction for its use in 

tracheal and pharyngeal ways during surgical procedures and continuous gastric drainage. 

 The vacuum regulator provides suction from 0 to total suction. 

 They are classified as High Vacuum / High Flow. 

 For the safety of the patient, in case of accidental connection to a positive gas pressure, 

the regulators can be equipped with an optional positive pressure relief valve. 

 JUST VAC incorporates an ON-OFF dispositive, through which the aspiration can be 

switched off without having to close the suction control valve. 

 It can be provided individually or on a dual version, and it can be mounted either with a 

direct connector, a clamp to a rail or a Ø38 mm bar flange. It is supplied by a flexible hose 

with different European and American connectors (see Connectors and Outlets). 

 Pressing the PUSH button, the accessories like filters, filters with overflow trap, DISS 

connectors or metallic connectors for flexible hoses are released for its easy  replacement, 

ensuring the safety of the user and the patient (please see the PUSH Accessories 

catalogue). 

 The original set includes the regulator, a disposable filter with safety overflow trap, three 

disposable filters and a metallic connector for flexible hose. 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 

 Manufactured in ABS (white/black for HV and yellow/black for LV), stainless steel, brass and NBR. 

 Modes: ON, OFF. 

 Ranges: 
o High vacuum: 0-760 mmHg. 

 Supply: from 400 to 500 kPa. 

 Vacuum gauge’s precision: ± 2,5 % FS. 

 Inlet connection: 1/4" BSP in stainless steel.  

 PUSH System for a quick and easy replacement of accessories. 

 Dimensions: 158 x 89 x 63 mm 

 Weight: 307 gr (without connection). 

 In compliance with UNE-EN ISO 10079-3 standard. 
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References 

Standards 

Type 
DIN 13260 NF S 90-116 BS 5682 

JUST VAC HV + Connector 11VPAVAEDN 11VPAVAENF 11VPAVAEBS 

JUST VAC HV double mounting + Connector 11VPAAREDN 11VPAARENF 11VPAAREBS 

JUST VAC HV to rail - Knob clamp 13VPAVAEPD 13VPAVAEPN 13VPAVAEPB 

JUST VAC HV to rail double mounting - Knob clamp 13VPAAREPD 13VPAAREPN 13VPAAREPB 

JUST VAC HV with Ø38,0 tube flange 14VPAVAEPD 14VPAVAEPN 14VPAVAEPB 

JUST VAC HV with Ø38,0 tube flange double mounting 14VPAAREPD 14VPAAREPN 14VPAAREPB 

 

1 Other outputs replace E (disposable filter) with: D (DISS output), T (filter with safety overflow trap), F (bottle of 0,5 l), M (Metallic nipple) or 0 (free 
output). 

2 Other rail mounting replace P (knob clamp) with: G (pushbutton clamp), R (wall plate) or H (bearing plate) 
3 For other gases please consult the standards. 
4 Consult our staff for other models. 
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The High Vacuum regulator JUST VAC HV Backpack allows the operator to regulate the 

continuous suction of tracheal and pharyngeal secretions during surgical procedures and 

continuous nasogastric drainage. 

The vacuum regulator incorporates a Venturi-effect system, which allows suction through a 

connection to oxygen or medical air outlets in facilities with no piped Vacuum network. 

• The vacuum regulator provides suction from 0 to 450 mmHg.  

• They include the PUSH system for a quick and easy replacement of filters and accessories. 

• They are classified as HV: High Vacuum / High Flow. 

• For the safety of the patient, in case of accidental connection to a positive gas pressure, 

the regulators can be equipped with an optional positive pressure relief valve. 

• JUST VAC incorporates an ON-OFF dispositive, through which the aspiration can be 

switched off without having to close the suction control valve. 

• Pressing the PUSH button, the accessories like filters, filters with overflow trap, DISS 

connectors or metallic connectors for flexible hoses are released for its easy  

replacement, ensuring the safety of the user and the patient (please see the PUSH 

Accessories catalogue). 

• It can be provided individually or on a dual version, and it can be mounted either with a 

direct connector, a clamp to a rail or a Ø38 mm bar flange. It is supplied by a flexible hose 

with different European and American connectors (see Connectors and Outlets). 

• The original set includes the regulator, a disposable filter with safety overflow trap, three 

disposable filters and a metallic connector for flexible hose. 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 Manufactured in ABS (white/black for HV), stainless steel, brass and NBR. 

 Modes: ON, OFF. 

 Ranges: 
o High vacuum: 0-450 mmHg. 
o Low vacuum: 0-160 mmHg. 

 Supply: between 400 and 500 kPa. 

 Intake: 30-35 l/min. 

 Precision: ± 5 % of full scale. 

 ¼”BSP inlet connection in stainless steel.  

 PUSH System for a quick and easy replacement of accessories. 

 Dimensions: 158 x 89 x 63 mm 

 Weight: 305 g (without connector). 

 In compliance with UNE-EN ISO 10079-3 standard. 
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References 

Standard 

Type 
DIN 13260 NF S 90-116 BS 5682 

JUST VAC HV Backpack + Connector 11ASVP8XDS 11ASVP8XNS 11ASVP8XBS 

JUST VAC HV Backpack to rail - Knob clamp 13ASVP6XDS 13ASVP6XNS 13ASVP6XBS 

JUST VAC HV Backpack to rail - Pushbutton clamp 13ASVP9XDS 13ASVP9XNS 13ASVP9XBS 

JUST VAC HV Backpack with Ø38 flange  + Connector 14ASVP8XDS 14ASVP8XNS 14ASVP8XBS 

1 For other outputs replace S (disposable filter) with: D (DISS output), R (Metallic connector for flexible hose) or P (tube-fitting compressed nipple). 
2 For other gases please consult the standards. 
3 Consult our staff for other models. 
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The intermittent suction unit is a combination of continuous and intermittent vacuum 

regulators to use in centralized vacuum systems in hospitals. 

 It combines the versatility of an intermittent mode for the nasogastric drainage 

and a continuous mode for tracheal, pharyngeal or surgical suction. 

 It incorporates a REG-OFF-INT device that allows the operator to interrupt 

aspiration without closing the suction control valve. 

 In the intermittent mode, this unit employs a pneumatic logic module to 

alternate between the on and off cycles. The unit is equipped with independent 

controls to regulate the duration of the on and off cycles, the vacuum level and 

the suction flow. 

 In the continuous mode it enables suction from 0 to total vacuum (140 mmHg in 

paediatric). 

 Classified as High Vacuum/High Regulated Flow and Low Vacuum/High 

Regulated Flow (paediatric). 

 Pressing the PUSH button, the accessories, like filters or DISS connectors, are 

released for their easy replacement, ensuring the safety of both the user and 

the patient (see PUSH Accessories catalogue). 

 They can be supplied in single or double versions and can be mounted with a 

direct connector either on a rail fast clamp or on a Ø 38mm bar flange. They can 

be supplied by a flexible tube with different European and American connectors 

(see Connectors and valves). 

 The original set includes the regulator, a disposable filter with safety overflow 

trap, three disposable filters and a metallic connector for a flexible hose. 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 Modes: Continuous and Intermittent. 

 Range: 
o Adults: 0 - 300 mmHg. 
o Paediatric: 0 - 200 mmHg. 

 Vacuum range: 0 - available vacuum in the network (High Vacuum); 0 - 140 mmHg (Paediatric). 

 Range of intermittent flow: 
o Adults: 8 l/min. 
o Paediatric: 2,5 l/min. 

 Preset intervals: 
o ON: 16 s. 
o OFF: 8 s. 

 Range of continuous flow: 
o Adults: 0-80 l/min. 
o Paediatric: 0-40 l/min. 

 Precision of the vacuum gauge: ±3% FS. 

 Dimensions: 147 x 76 x 101 mm.             //             Weight: 340 g (without connection). 
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References 

Standards 

Type 
DIN 13260 NF S 90-116 BS 5682 

JUST VAC CI Analogical + Connector 11VPIAAEDN 11VPIAAENF 11VPIAAEBS 

JUST VAC CI Paediatric Analogical + Connector 11VPIPAEDN 11VPIPAENF 11VPIPAEBS 

JUST VAC CI Analogical to rail - Knob clamp 13VPIAAEPD 13VPIAAEPN 13VPIAAEPB 

JUST VAC CI Paediatric Analogical to rail - Knob clamp 13VPIPAEPD 13VPIPAEPN 13VPIPAEPB 

JUST VAC CI Analogical with Ø38,0 tube flange 14VPIAAEPD 14VPIAAEPN 14VPIAAEPB 

JUST VAC CI Paediatric Analogical with Ø38,0 tube flange 14VPIPAEPD 14VPIPAEPN 14VPIPAEPB 

1 For other outputs replace E (filter) with: D (DISS output), T (filter with safety overflow trap), F (bottle of 0,5 l), M (metal nipple) or 0 (free output). 
2 For other rail mountings replace P (knob clamp) with: G (pushbutton clamp), R (wall plate) or H (bearing plate) 
3 Please consult our staff about other gas standards. 
4 For digital models replace A by D. 
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These vacuum regulators allow the regulation of continuous suction during surgical 

procedures in tracheal and pharyngeal ways and during continuous gastric drainage. 

 The low-vacuum continuous vacuum regulator contains a pressure limiting valve 

for 140 mmHg. 

 Classified as Low vacuum /High flow. 

 For the patient's security, the regulators are equipped with a positive pressure 

relief valve, in case of accidental connection to a positive gas pressure. 

 It incorporates a REG-OFF device that allows the operator to interrupt aspiration 

without closing the suction control valve. 

 Pressing the PUSH button, the accessories, like filters or DISS connectors, are 

released for their easy replacement, ensuring the safety of both the user and 

the patient (see PUSH Accessories catalogue). 

 

 They can be supplied in single or double versions and can be mounted with a 

direct connector either on a rail fast clamp or on a Ø 38mm bar flange. They can 

be supplied by a flexible hose with different European and American connectors 

(see Connectors and valves). 

 

 The original set includes the regulator, a disposable filter with safety overflow 

trap, three disposable filters and a metallic connector for a flexible hose. 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 Input pressure: 4,5 bar. 

 Range: 
o Low Vacuum range: 0 - 160 mmHg. 
o Flow range: 0 - 40 l/min. 

 Precision vacuum gauge: ± 3 %. 

 Dimensions:  
o Single model : 147 x 76 x 101 mm 

 Weight: 340 g (without connector). 

 



SUCTION UNITS 
Low Vacuum Regulators 

Ref.: See table 
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References 

Standards 

Type 
DIN 13260 NF S 90-116 BS 5682 

JUST VAC LV Analogical + Connector 11VPBVAEDN 11VPBVAENF 11VPBVAEBS 

JUST VAC LV Analogical double mounting + Connector 11VPBAREDN 11VPBARENF 11VPBAREBS 

JUST VAC LV Analogical to rail- Knob clamp 13VPBVAEPD 13VPBVAEPN 13VPBVAEPB 

JUST VAC LV Analogical to rail double mounting- Knob 
clamp 

13VPBAREPD 13VPBAREPN 13VPBAREPB 

JUST VAC LV Analogical with Ø38,0 tube flange 14VPBVAEPD 14VPBVAEPN 14VPBVAEPB 

JUST VAC LV Analogical with Ø38,0 tube flange double 
mounting 

14VPBAREPD 14VPBAREPN 14VPBAREPB 

 

1 For other outputs replace E (disposable filter) with: D (DISS output), T (filter with safety overflow trap), F (bottle of 0,5 l), M (metal nipple) or 0 (free 
output). 

2 For other rail mountings replace P (knob clamp) with: G (pushbutton clamp), R (wall plate) ó H (bearing plate) 
3 Please consult our staff about other gas standards. 
4 For digital models replace A by D. 

 



JUST VAC Series 
HV Compact vacuum regulators 

Ref.: See table 
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The HV metallic vacuum regulators JUST VAC with an ON-OFF option are designed for its 

use on vacuum piped networks and provide regulation of continuous suction for its use in 

tracheal and pharyngeal ways during surgical procedures and continuous gastric drainage. 

 This vacuum regulator of high vacuum provides suction from 0 to total suction. 

 

 JUST VAC incorporates an ON-OFF dispositive, through which the aspiration can be 

switched off without having to close the suction control valve. 

 It is classified as High Vacuum/High Flow. 

 The converter for the PUSH system can be additionally incorporated. 

 It can be provided individually or on a dual version, and it can be mounted either with a 

direct connector, a clamp to a rail or a Ø38mm bar flange. It is supplied by a flexible 

hose with different European and American connectors (see Connectors and Outlets). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 Manufactured in anodized aluminium, chromed-plated brass, ABS and NBR. 

 Modes: ON, OFF. 

 Ranges: 
o High Vacuum: 0-760 mmHg. 

 Vacuum range: 0 to maximum vacuum available through the piped network. 

 Flow range: from 0 to 80 l/min. 

 Precision: ± 2,5 % of full scale. 

 Dimensions: Ø55 x 140 x 45 mm 

 Weight: 350 g (without connector). 

 In compliance with UNE-EN ISO 10079-3 standard. 

  



JUST VAC Series 
HV Compact vacuum regulators 

Ref.: See table 
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References 

Standard 

Type 
DIN 13260 NF S 90-116 BS 5682 

JUST VAC HV Compact + Connector 11VMAVAEDN 11VMAVAENF 11VMAVAEBS 

JUST VAC HV Compact double mounting + Connector 11VMAAREDN 11VMAARENF 11VMAAREBS 

JUST VAC HV Compact to rail - Knob clamp 13VMAVAEPD 13VMAVAEPN 13VMAVAEPB 

JUST VAC HV Compact to rail double mounting - Knob 
clamp 

13VMAAREPD 13VMAAREPN 13VMAAREPB 

JUST VAC HV Compact with Ø38,0 tube flange 14VMAVAEPD 14VMAVAEPN 14VMAVAEPB 

JUST VAC HV Compact with Ø38,0 tube flange double 
mounting 

14VMAAREPD 14VMAAREPN 14VMAAREPB 

 

1 Other outputs replaces E (disposable filter) with: D (DISS output), T (filter with safety overflow trap), F (bottle of 0,5 l), M (Metallic nipple) or 0 (free 
output). 

2 Other rail assemblies replace P (knob clamp) with: R (wall plate) or H (bearing plate) 
3 For other gases please consult the standards. 
4 Consult our staff for other models. 

 



JUST VAC Series 
Venturi-effect suction unit 

Ref.: 11ASPR8cdd / 13ASPR8cdd 
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This device produces suction throught the Venturi-effect. It is designed to be used with a 

pressurized medical air or oxygen source, rather than a vacuum piped net. 

 It has an upper valve and a vacuum gauge to regulate and measure the pressure of 

suction. 

 It can be mounted on a clamp with a clasp and can be supplied by a 1m-long vacuum 

hose. It can be set with different European and American connectors (see Connectors 

and valves). 

 Classified as Medium Vacuum / High Flow 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 Manufactured in anodized aluminium, brass, ABS and NBR. 

 Vacuum DISS connector for collection jar (jar not included). 

 Optimal inlet pressure: from 400 to 500 kPa. 

 Maximum reachable vacuum: 60 kPa. 

 Flow range: from 0 to 80 l/min. 

 Approximate consumption: between 30 and 35 l/min depending on the supplied pressure. 

 Dimensions: 100 x 85 x 75 mm 

 Weight: 385 g (without connector). 

 In compliance with the UNE-EN ISO 10079-3 standard. 

 



JUST VAC Series 
Cylindrical Venturi-effect suction unit 

Ref.: 11ASPR8cdd / 13ASPR8cdd 
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This device produces suction throught the Venturi-effect. It is designed to be used with a 

pressurized medical air or oxygen source, rather than a vacuum piped net. 

 It has an upper valve and a vacuum gauge to regulate and measure the pressure of 

suction. 

 It can be mounted either with a 

direct connector, a clamp to a rail or 

a Ø38 mm bar flange, in these cases 

it is supplied with one meter flexible 

hose with different European or 

American connectors (see 

Connectors and Outlets). 

 Classified as Medium Vacuum / High 

Flow. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 Manufactured in anodized aluminium, brass, ABS and NBR. 

 With our PUSH system to use our range of disposables products and the option of Vacuum DISS connector for 
collection jar. 

 Optimal inlet pressure: from 400 to 500 kPa. 

 Approximate consumption: between 30 and 35 l/min depending on the supplied pressure. 

 Maximum reachable vacuum: 60 kPa. 

 Flow range: from 0 to 30 l/min. 

 Dimensions: 130 x 76 x Ø55 mm (without connector) 

 Weight: 450 g (without connector). 

 In compliance with the UNE-EN ISO 10079-3 standard. 

 



AMBULANCE EQUIPMENT 
 

Ref.: 1aREGL2C00 /1aREGL2F00 / 1aREGL3C00 / 1aREGL3F00 
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This equipment is fit for oxygen supply and suction. It can contain an auxiliary oxygen outlet 

nozzle, which is fed from the same source. 

  It is especially designed to be used in ambulances, but it can be adapted to any 

other place with an 4.5 bar oxygen source. 

 There are multiple configurations, in order to adjust to concrete needs. 

 Available in wall and rail version with different equipment configurations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 Dial flowmeter or ball flowmeter, Venturi-effect suction and an additional quick outlet can be configured by the 
client. 

 Supply pressure: 4,5 bar. 

 



JUST VAC Series - Accessories 
Holder for suction hose 

Ref.: 13ACCS2A10 
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Clamp to hold a hose, preventing it from falling to the floor while the suction system is not 

in use. 

 Its design allows adaptation to all the usual diameters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 Adaptable for 10mm thick rails. 

 Manufactured in stainless steel. 

 



JUST VAC Series - Accesories 
Holder for clean hoses 

Ref.: 13ACCS3A00 
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Holder to place the serum bottle frequently used in suction techniques. 

 Mounted on a pushbutton clamp that allows its mobility. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 Manufactured in stainless steel. 

 Dimensions: Ø90 x 100mm. 

 



JUST VAC Series - Accessories 
Holders for suction hoses 

Ref.: 13ACCS3B00 / 13ACCS3D00 / 13ACCS3C00 
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Holders designed to contain the suction hoses: two designs with a circular base and 

different depths and a third one with a rectangular base, all of them mounted on clamps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 Manufactured in stainless steel. 

 Dimensions: 
o Ref. 13ACCS3B00:  Ø100 x 290 mm. 
o Ref. 13ACCS3D00: Ø100 x 495 mm. 
o Ref. 14ACCS3C00: 150 x 95 x 480 mm. 

 



JUST VAC Series 
Collection jars 

Ref.: 11VSRC0300 / 11VSRC0500 / 11VSRC1000 / 11VSRC2000 
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The Collection Jar is designed to collect suction fluids. It incorporates an overflow trap and 

is available in different volumes: 300, 500, 1000 and 2000ml. 

 Reusable after sterilization thanks to its metallic connection and the materials used in the 

manufacture process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

300 cc and 500 cc jars: 

 Manufactured in PC, PA, chrome-plated brass and NBR. 

 Connection to the vacuum regulator with a DISS 3/4-16 UNF nozzle. 

 Sterilizable in autoclave up to 121 oC and 1,3 kPa (max. 40 cycles) 

 Maximum level: 
o 11VSRC0300: 300 cc. 
o 11VSRC0500: 500 cc. 

1000 cc and 2000 cc Jars: 

 Manufactured in PC, PA y lacquered steel (RAL 9010). 

 Connection to the vacuum regulator by flexible hose. 

 Sterilizable in autoclave up to 120 oC. 

 Maximum level: 
o 11VSRC1000: 1000 cc. 
o 11VSRC2000: 2000 cc. 

 



JUST VAC Series - Accessories 
Clamp for disposable suction bag systems 

Ref.: 13GRAP2000 
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Clamp with a knob and a mount for disposable suction bag systems. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SUPPORT FOR DROPPERS AND INFUSION PUMPS 
Support for droppers to rail 

Ref.: 13G2RL0000 / 13GTRLDC00 / 13G4RL0000 
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Hangers of different types for serum bags to prevent obstacles on the floor. 

 The mount incorporates a clamp with a knob, which anchors the hanger firmly to 

the rail. In addition, a knob allows vertical repositioning for an easier access to the 

hooks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 Manufactured in anodized aluminium. 

 Bars of either ø13 x 450 x 850 mm (with two folds) or ø13 x 450 x 1000 mm (in right angle) dimensions. 

 



SUPPORT FOR DROPPERS AND INFUSION PUMPS 
Hangers for droppers 

Ref.: 13GTTH0000 / 13GTTH9000 
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Different type hangers for droppers or serum bags to prevent obstacles on the floor. 

 The complete set consists in a 1,5m long rod anchored to the ceiling and a hanger 

with three hooks, two of them adjustable in height. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 Ø20 x 150 x 1500 mm stainless steel rod. 

 Ø13 x 500 mm anodized aluminium hanger. 

 



SUPPORT FOR DROPPERS AND INFUSION PUMPS 
Infusion pumps holder 

Ref.: 13SPBM0000 / 13SCCG3500 
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Holder specially designed to anchor infusion pumps at the bedhead of the patient. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Infusion pump holders for rail (ref.: 13SPBM0000): 

 Manufactured in anodized aluminium of ø25x1180 mm dimensions with a telescopic extension for four 
bags of serum. 

 Anchored to two rails by means of pushbutton clamps. 

Infusion pumps holders for rail (ref.: 13SCCG3500): 

 Manufactured in anodized aluminium of ø25x350 mm dimensions with a telescopic extension for two bags 
of serum. 

 Anchored to a rail by means of a clamp with knob. 

 



DRAWERS AND SHELVES 
Drawers for rail 

Ref.: 13CJabcddd 
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Set of drawers attachable to a rail by means of two pushbutton clamps. 

 Composed by an upper tray and drawers in different formats. 

 The inner buckets can be easily be extracted out of the drawer. 

 Thanks to its slide partitions, it is possible to establish different divisions inside the 

drawers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Manufacture: 

 Upper tray manufactured with a lacquered steel sheet in white (RAL9010). 

 Drawers manufactured in ABS and available in 400 x 300 mm and 600 x 400 mm dimensions, with 50, 100 or 
200 mm height. 

 The buckets and partitions are made of ABS. 

 Exterior structure manufactured in lacquered extruded aluminium in white (RAL 9010). 

 Finishing elements manufactured in ABS with different colours. 

Finishing: 

 Lacquered white: RAL 9010. 

 Different colours available: 
o Red: RAL 3003 
o Blue: RAL 5015 
o Green: RAL 6019 
o Grey: RAL 7035 

 



DRAWERS AND SHELVES 
Shelf for rail 

Ref.:  
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Shelves attached to the rail by two pushbutton clamps. 

 Designed with a little projection along the perimeter to prevent objects from falling. 

 They have two regulators in the wall holders that guarantee a perfect horizontal 

levelling. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Manufactured: 

 Tray manufactured in lacquered steel (RAL 9010). 

 Finishing elements are made of ABS in different RAL colours. 

Finishing: 

 Lacquered: RAL 9010. 

 Finishing elements available in: 
o Red: RAL 3003 
o Blue: RAL 5015 
o Green: RAL 6019 
o Grey: RAL 7035 

Maximum load: 15 kgr. 

 



DRAWERS AND SHELVES 
Shelf for rail 

Ref.: 13RSPR0000 
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Very sturdy shelf designed to support ventilators or other heavy permanent equipment by 

the bedheads of the patients. 

 It is attached to the rail by means of two pushbutton clamps. It has a practical 

removable basket in its inferior part. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Manufactured in lacquered steel in white (RAL 9010). 

Dimensions: 540 x 440 x 250 mm. 

 

Maximum load: 25 kg. 

 



DRAWERS AND SHELVES 
Steerable rack for rail 

Ref.: 13COvwxyzz 
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Columns designed for patients with special needs, to the placed at the bedhead. 

 Attached to both an upper and a lower rail by means of four clamps with knobs. 

 It is possible to configure them either with three trays, or with two trays and a 

drawer, being these in different formats. 

 The whole set can be turned horizontally and both the trays and the drawers can be 

moved vertically. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
Manufactured in: 

 Structures manufactured in anodized aluminium, with Ø38 mm polish stainless steel tubes. 

 Tray manufactured in lacquered steel. 

 Drawers manufactured in aluminium with finishing elements in ABS. 

Finishing: 

 Lacquered in white: RAL 9010. 

 Finishing elements also available in: 
o Red: RAL 3003 
o Blue: RAL 5015 
o Green: RAL 6019 
o Grey: RAL 7035 

Maximum load: 60 kgr. 

 



DRAWERS AND SHELVES 
Work tray for rail 

Ref.: 13BNTB0000 
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The tray is attached to the rail by means of two pushbutton clamps. It is also detachable. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Ring manufactured in lacquered aluminium (RAL9010), tray manufactured in stainless steel. 

Dimensions: 350 x 240 x 45 mm. 

 



MONITOR SUPPORTS 
Monitor tray for rail 

Ref.: 13BNTB0000 
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Tray specially designed to hold monitors at the bedhead of the patients. 

 This device is attached to the rail by means of two pushbutton clamps. It has a 

practical plastic drawer with a dump opening (without locks) and a window to 

gather cables without disconnecting them, located in its inferior part. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Manufactured in lacquered steel white (RAL9010) and PEA. 

Dimensions: 400 x 330 x 100 mm. 

 



MONITOR SUPPORTS 
Adjustable monitor stand 

Ref.: 13SPOR8000 / 14SPOR8000 
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Specially designed to support bedhead monitors, allowing its orientation on a vertical axis 

and its inclination by means of a lower control, it enables visualization from any point. 

 The rail version is attached by means of a clamp with two knobs, while the wall 

version is attatched thanks to a slide vertical profile. The Ø38 mm version is fixed 

by two flanges. 

 Every model has a practical basket coated in white. 

 The standard version includes a stand with buckles. In addition there are specific 

versions adjusted to General Electric, PHILIPS SureSigns and MP monitors, as well 

as some other brands on the market. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Manufactured in anodized aluminium (profiles) and zinc steel. 

 The standard platform is 300 mm wide by 180 mm deep. It includes a buckle to secure the monitor. 

 The horizontal arm is 220 mm long and has an inferior reinforcement. 

 The vertical profile is 500 mm long and allows an adjustment of 270 mm within the total height of the set, 
thanks to its rails. 

 Rotations: 
o Lateral rotation: 150o. 
o Tilt from 0o to 15o. 

 Weight: 
o Rail version: 2,7 kgr. 
o Wall version: 3,3 kgr. 
o Ø38mm tube version: ???? 

 Maximum load: 25 kg. 

 



LAMPS 
Recognition LED lamp to rail 

Ref.: 13LAMP6000 
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The newest recognition lamp is the lamp of cold light, which relies on LED diodes 

technology. It is indicated for any medical specialty, but mainly for those places where a total 

absence of calorific radiation is required and a very good light quality is still needed. Note the 

long life of the LED diodes, almost unlimited, and its low energetic consumption, lower than 

10 W. 

Its design and robustness make it fit for every kind of use in clinics, hospitals and 

consultation facilities. Rail version and Ø38mm tube version available, thus being able to 

adapt to any work area. High mobility thanks to the high quality and reliability of the flex 

tube. Together with the lozenge next to the cupola, they make this device able to adapt to an 

infinity of positions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 Voltage: 95-240V, 50-60 Hz. 

 Light source: LED. 

 Luminous angle: 6o. 

 Power: 10 W 

 Short circuit protection: Yes. 

 Thermal protection: Yes. 

 Lifetime: 50.000 hours. 

 Luminous intensity: 42 Klux / 0,5 m; 12Klux / 1,0 m 

 Colour temperature: 4.750 K 

 Light field diameter to 1m: 12 cm 

 



SPHYGMOMANOMETER 
Sphygmomanometers to rail 

Ref.: 13SFGR0000 
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Aneroid mercury sphygmomanometers, with sleeve for adults or children, for hospital use. 

 Adaptable to rail by clamps. This enables its mobility between patients. 

 It can also be mounted on a wall. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Aneroid Sphygmomanometer:  

 Round body of resistant and sturdy plastic, 65° steerable to each side.  

 Copper-beryllium membrane.  

 No zero point fixation required in ø147 mm with scale up to 300 mmHg.  

 Coil tubing extendible up to 3 m, latex bulb and chrome-plated valve. 

 



OTHER ACCESSORIES 
Telescopic arm and swivelling dividers 

Ref.: 13SPTL0000 / 14SPTL0000 
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Dividing curtain specially designed to preserve privacy between patients, being able to 

monitor them by a standing up person. 

 The support is extended by pulling the control located on one of the edges and is 

gathered again by pushing in the opposite direction, being possible also to arrange 

it in parallel to the wall to clear room when it is not in use. 

 Rail version, wall version and Ø38,0 mm tube version available. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

 Manufactured in anodized aluminium, chromium-plated brass and stainless steel. 

 Length gathered / extended: 590 / 1510 mm. 

 Curtain area: 1500 x 1000 mm. 

 Delivered in a package of 5 disposable curtains. 

 



OTHER ACCESSORIES 
Basket 

Ref.: 13CI251815 
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Practical attachable basket coated in white, able to contain sleeves for blood pressure 

devices or any other accessory of similar dimensions and weight. 

 Rail version with a pushbutton clamp and a Ø38 mm tube version with a flange. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Manufactured with stainless steel wire. 

Dimensions: 250 x 180 x 150 mm 

 



OTHER ACCESSORIES 
Thermometer holder for rail 

Ref.: 13ACCS2B00 
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Plastic tube with support to rail to store the thermometer by the bedhead of the patient. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Manufactured in stainless steel and transparent plastic. 

 



OTHER ACCESSORIES 
Glove container and sample tubes holder for rail 

Ref.: 13ACCS2C00 
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Its top part has different holes to harbor sample tubes, while the lower space is destined to 

disposable gloves. 

 Attached to the rail with a pushbutton clamp. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Manufactured in stainless steel. 

 



OTHER ACCESSORIES 
Waste collector holder for rail 

Ref.: 13ACCS4A00 
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Metallic ring with exterior elastic to hold garbage bags, preventing them from resting on 

the floor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Manufactured in lacquered aluminium in white (RAL 9010) with silicone elastics. 
Dimensions: 300 x 200 mm. 

 



OTHER ACCESSORIES 
File holder 

Ref.: 13PTHT0000 
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The file holder enables the medical staff to store the patient’s medical history or other 

relevant documents in A4 size. 

 It has springs to keep it closed.  

 Versions to either hang from the rail or from the bedhead. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Manufactured in anodized aluminium and PEA. 
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